CHILDREN’S CHOICES
2015 Reading List
What Is the Children’s Choices List?

Each year, 12,500 school children from different regions of the United States read newly published children’s and young adults’ trade books and vote for the ones they like best. These Children’s Choices, selected from more than 600 titles, can be counted on as books children really enjoy reading. This list, a project of a joint committee supported by the International Literacy Association (ILA) and the Children’s Book Council (CBC), is designed for use not only by teachers, librarians, administrators, and booksellers, but also by parents, grandparents, caregivers, and everyone else who wishes to encourage young people to read for pleasure.

Beginning Readers
(Grades K–2, Ages 5–8)

**Andrew Draws**
David McPhail. Holiday House.
As Andrew continually hones his artistic talents throughout the book, readers enter a fantasy world where carefully designed drawings leave the paper and come to life, thereby bringing happiness and solving world problems.

**Because I Stubbed My Toe**
Shawn Byous. Capstone Young Readers.
This story is about a boy who stubbed his toe one morning and the hilarious events that followed.

**Buddy and the Bunnies In: Don’t Play With Your Food!**
Bob Shea. Disney-Hyperion.
This is a tale of foes to friends. The bunnies seemingly outwit the not-so-scary monster, Buddy, by doing friendly things to make Buddy no longer want to eat them. When he realizes his food is actually his friends, he is pleasantly surprised at the outcome.

**But!**
Eddie and Phil give up their fishing plans to help Aunt Sue with her chores and throw a pirate birthday for a cantankerous Captain Rugbeard. Every time they think their plans are coming together, there is a “BUT...” to complicate matters. Children will enjoy the humor and the captain’s special birthday gift.
**Cats Are Cats**  
Valeri Gorbachev. Holiday House.  
Miss Bell’s new striped kitten soon grows into a huge, messy house tiger. Miss Bell still loves her “little” Tiger. Children will enjoy the warm-hearted, funny story about unconditional love and will say with Miss Bell, “Cats are cats.”

**Charlie and the New Baby**  
Charlie enjoys his tummy rubs, bacon scraps, and being king of the ranch. One day, the calf, Abigail, arrives and gets all of the attention. Charlie becomes jealous but soon learns the joy of love and being a big brother.

**Churchill’s Tale of Tails**  
Anca Sandu. Peachtree.  
Friends try to help Churchill replace his missing tail. But Churchill’s fun makes him forget his friends. Will Churchill put friends first and find his lost tail along the way? Children will enjoy the delightful friendship tale.

**Duck, Duck, Moose!**  
Poor Moose is always making a mess of things. The organized ducks are planning something very important, but Moose makes a mess of things very quickly. Join in finding out what the ducks are planning in this fun book where the words mimic the childhood game of Duck, Duck, Goose.

**E-I-E-I-O! How Old MacDonald Got His Farm With a Little Help From a Hen**  
Old Mac hatches a plan with an ecologically smart Little Red Hen. Together they start a suburban farm. The mud and smell does not make neighbors happy, but soon beautiful plants and flowers win them over to the farm.

**Eva and Sadie and the Worst Haircut EVER!**  
After deciding that her little sister Eva’s hair is out of control, Sadie remedies the situation by giving her a haircut. Most readers will connect this story to their own childhood memory of the lessons learned from a haircut gone wrong.
**Fancy Nancy and the Wedding of the Century**
Fancy Nancy envisions an exquisite celebration for her uncle’s wedding. However, she is disappointed when they arrive in the country and find the couple is taking a nontraditional route. Can Nancy adjust her expectations and still enjoy the wedding?

**Fix This Mess!**
Tedd Arnold. Holiday House.
This is a nicely illustrated read-aloud about taking responsibility. Jake receives a Remote Operating Basic Utility Gizmo to fix his messes and ends up learning a lesson about the importance of solving his own problems.

**Found**
In this sweet little tale, a bear finds a toy bunny in the forest. As he diligently searches for the original owner, he grows to love his stuffed companion and learns how love can lead to surprising and happy endings.

**Frances Dean Who Loved to Dance and Dance**
Birgitta Sif. Candlewick.
Frances Dean is a girl who loves to dance for the wind and birds, but for other people, she forgets how. She overcomes her fear when she happens upon another little girl who has a song to sing and share.

**Frank!**
Frank comes up with some absurd excuses to explain his continual tardiness, but his solution to the giant zombie lizard king threatening the class is offered just in time. This fun picture book can spark discussions about timeliness and cooperation.

**Hello, Moon!**
In this bedtime story, a little boy goes on a magical goodnight adventure with the moon. He asks the moon many questions about its favorite animals, ice cream flavors, and number of friends, as they gradually become friends themselves.
Hot Rod Hamster: Monster Truck Mania!
Cynthia Lord. Ill. Derek Anderson. Scholastic.
As Hot Rod Hamster and his friends seek the most exciting ride and tastiest treats at the fair, readers are engaged through the repeated question, “What would you choose?” Readers are surprised by the monster truck show’s unexpected best attraction.

*How to Babysit a Grandma
Roles are reversed in this cute book where the little girl takes care of her grandma and is sure to do all of grandma’s favorite things. Have fun with these two ladies as they spend the day together. You, too, can learn how to babysit your own grandma.

I Am Otter
Otter learns through life experience what it means to have a best friend. In this story, Otter and Teddy are sure to find something messy to do when Otter Keeper is away at work. They enter into business for themselves and find it isn’t always easy to work together. After a tragic event, Otter understands what it means to have a friend.

I’m My Own Dog
David Ezra Stein. Candlewick.
Dog is independent and self-sufficient. One day, he can’t reach an itch, so he picks up a stray boy to help him. Children will enjoy the humorous role-reversal story of Dog and his pet boy.

A Library Book for Bear
Bear is not interested in reading any books other than the ones he already has read. He believes libraries are excessive and have no books that will interest him. One day, his friend Mouse convinces him to go to the library.

My Teacher Is a Monster! (No, I Am Not)
Peter Brown. Little, Brown Books for Young Readers.
This story is about a little boy who thinks his teacher is mean because of rules he is required to follow in the classroom. After running into his teacher outside of the classroom, his perspective and what he thinks about his teacher changes.
**Naughty Kitty!**
Adam Stower. Orchard/Scholastic.
In this hilarious tale of misplaced recognition, Lili’s cute new kitty gets blamed for the repeated messes that an escaped tiger creates at Lili’s home in her absence. However, Kitty also receives undue credit when the tiger saves the day.

**Ninja Boy Goes to School**
School is a tough place for a young ninja boy. With true Ninja spirit, Ninja Boy perseveres in the face of injustice, remains calm, and survives his school day. Children will enjoy following the path of Ninja Boy at school.

**Ninja Red Riding Hood**
Bold and detailed illustrations help portray a twist on the Little Red Riding Hood tale. In this version, the wolf attends classes at the dojo to prepare for his attack. Little does he know he’s not the only ninja in the forest.

**Peanut Butter and Jellyfish**
Peanut Butter and Jellyfish are best friends and swim and explore the ocean together. Crabby, who is not their best friend, gets into trouble and is caught in a lobster trap. Peanut Butter and Jellyfish decide to help Crabby escape.

**A Perfectly Messed-Up Story**
While Louie is writing this book, someone reading it soils the pages with everything from jelly to scribbles. Infuriated that his story is ruined, Louie contemplates giving up, before discovering the powerful life lesson that little messes can be conquered.
**Pete the Cat and the New Guy**
Kimberly Dean and James Dean. HarperCollins.
Pete the Cat returns for a new adventure with a platypus who moves into the neighborhood. The platypus is sad because he can’t do some of the things Pete and his friends can do, but Pete reassures him that they will find something he can do...and you’ll never guess what that something is.

**A Pet for Fly Guy**
Tedd Arnold. Orchard/Scholastic.
While picnicking at the park, Buzz and Fly Guy watch owners play with their pets. Fly Guy wants his own pet, but his search for a perfect pet is unsuccessful. Buzz and Fly Guy discover a happy ending in this heartwarming story.

**The Pigeon Needs a Bath!**
Mo Willems. Disney-Hyperion.
In this easy and fun-to-read book, a filthy pigeon resists the idea of taking a bath. Each page magnifies how much he needs one until he finally splashes in—and then doesn’t want to come out.

**This Is a Moose**
A movie is being made, a documentary about the wild moose—except that this moose wants to be an astronaut. In fact, none of his relatives or friends behave as expected, much to the director’s frustration. This is a great book about defying and exceeding expectations.
**Young Readers**
*(Grades 3–4, Ages 8–10)*

**Androcles and the Lion**
In this retell, runaway slave Androcles puts his life in danger for freedom. After escaping and making friends with a lion, he is recaptured and sentenced to death. Will his friendship with the lion somehow save him? Children will be rooting for his deliverance.

**Bone Collection: Skulls**
Camilla de la Bédoyère and Rob Scott Colson. Ill. Sandra Doyle. Scholastic.
This spectacular collection of awesome skulls will take a closer look inside some of the world’s most fascinating creatures. Discover the narwhal, the unicorn of the sea. Marvel at how a hippo’s eyeballs nearly pop out of its head. Take a look at the rhinoceros’s enormous beak.

**Captain Underpants and the Retaliation of the Tyrannical Turbo Toilet 2000**
Dav Pilkey. Scholastic.
In this installment of the Captain Underpants series, our hero, Captain Underpants, again faces a now-vengeful Turbo Toilet 2000 with the help of his creators, George and Harold.

**Claude at the Beach**
Alex T. Smith. Peachtree.
A small dog named Claude and his animated sock companion, Sir Bobblysock, head to the beach for their latest adventure that includes rescuing a swimmer, winning a sand castle contest, and searching for treasure. Claude’s silly antics keep readers laughing.

**Color Illusions**
DK Publishing.
In the multi-interactive book of tabs and flaps, older readers will investigate the science of optical illusions. An amazing pop-up rainbow adds to the reading fun, and the decoder with 3D glasses will delight readers as they work with optical illusions.

**El Deafo**
Cece Bell. Amulet.
This is the humorous journey of a girl who loses her hearing and tries to find acceptance in elementary school. Written in a comic book style and based on the author’s own experiences, readers will discover how she turns a disability to her advantage while making true friends.
**The Emperor’s New Clothes**  
Carl Sommer. Ill. Ignacio Noe. Advance.  
Two sneaky swindlers come up with a plan to teach the emperor a lesson. Luckily, a brave little boy is able to change the emperor’s viewpoint by telling the truth. This is a colorful retelling of the classic tale.

**Flying Beaver Brothers and the Hot-Air Baboons**  
Maxwell Eaton III. Knopf Books for Young Readers.  
Ace and Bub investigate the mysterious influx of swimming pools that, although tempting, may pose a threat to the environmental balance of Beaver Island. Once again, this fun-loving, action-packed Beaver adventure is loaded with hilarious dialogue and fabulous sound effects.

**The Glorkian Warrior Delivers a Pizza**  
James Kochalka. First Second.  
A Glorkian Warrior may not be the smartest cookie, but he makes up for it with his adventurous spirit. With the help of Super Backpack, he won’t stop until he gets the pizza delivered to the mysterious caller.

**Happy Birthday, Babymouse**  
Have you ever planned your own birthday party? Babymouse has not had experiences with birthdays, so she decides to plan the best birthday party ever. However, Felicia has a birthday the same day and is determined to have everyone come to her party instead. The competition is on.

**I Love You Just Enough**  
Heather discovers a wood duckling all alone in the grass. Heather names the duckling Mr. Peet, and they spend the summer swimming together in the pond, where Mr. Peet eventually masters how to fly. When she hasn’t seen Mr. Peet in 10 days, she wonders what has happened. Was her love “just enough”?

**In New York**  
Brown describes how different New York City was in the early days as farmlands in New Amsterdam from today’s modern and cosmopolitan city. New York is considered the capital of the world, where many languages are spoken by many people.
*I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79*
Lauren Tarshis. Ill. Scott Dawson. Scholastic.
Mount Vesuvius exploded, and the ground of the city of Pompeii trembled. Marcus and his father knew something was wrong because ashes and rocks were falling from the sky. People were afraid and tried to escape the eruption.

*Kali’s Story: An Orphaned Polar Bear Rescue*
Kali is a rescued, orphaned polar bear cub who travels from the Inupiat village to Anchorage, and finally arrives at the Buffalo Zoo. The picture book vividly follows Kali’s journey, survival, and eventual friendship with another polar bear named Luna.

*Kay Kay’s Alphabet Safari*
Dana Sullivan. Sleeping Bear.
This heartwarming book is based on the Star of Hope orphanage in Kenya. As Kay Kay takes a walk to locate animals from A–Z to paint on the walls of the new classroom, he is inspired by Kenya’s beautiful countryside.

*LEGO NINJAGO: The Visual Dictionary (Masters of Spinjitzu)*
Hannah Dolan. DK Publishing.
A visual dictionary highlights the friends, foes, specialist sets, and Ninjago’s story. The visual reading tells the story of making and merchandizing Ninjago and all things Spinjitzu.

*Little Red Riding Hood*
Carl Sommer. Ill. Ignacio Noe. Advance.
This retell provides a kid-friendly version of the classic version. The full and brightly colored illustrations help dramatize Little Red Riding Hood’s adventure to deliver soup to her grandmother.

*Lucky Leopards! And More True Stories of Amazing Animal Rescues! (NGK Chapters)*
With pictures and prose, readers follow suspenseful daring rescues of two leopards, a sea turtle, and a loon. The lively, informative stories help readers understand the animals’ plights, their rescues, and the caring people who help them with their rehabilitation.

*Lunch Lady and the Schoolwide Scuffle*
All of the villains from the Lunch Lady’s adventures return to Thomas Brook School with bad intentions. With the help of the Lunch Lady and the Librarian League, the Breakfast Bunch cracks the case to stop their evil plan.
**Minecraft: Redstone Handbook: An Official Mojang Book**
Scholastic.
Older readers interested in mining and building in different terrains will enjoy the basic introduction into the gaming world of Minecraft. The book gives a variety of how-to for readers interested in exploring and learning to build with redstone.

**Mumbet’s Declaration of Independence**
During the American Revolution, a slave named Mumbet longed for freedom. With the help of a young lawyer, she fights for her right to become “free and equal.” The biographical account of Elizabeth Freedman is an inspirational story all readers will enjoy.

**Next Time You See the Moon**
Emily Morgan. NSTA Kids.
With beautiful photographs and simple text, this book explains how the moon’s phases work and what causes them. It would be a good book for families to read together as inspiration for stargazing.

**101 Hidden Animals**
Melvin Berger and Gilda Berger. Scholastic.
This is a fun and interesting fact book depicting animals blending into their natural habitat. Students will be intrigued by the short explanations complemented by color photos comparing the animals in and out of hiding.

**Rags, Hero Dog of WWI: A True Story**
During World War I, James Donovan worked for one of the United States Army stations in France, where he met a dog that he named Rags. Donovan and Rags became friends and accompanied each other in the battlefield.

**Sisters**
Raina Telgemeier. Graphix.
This humorous story of sibling rivalry alternates between the past, when Raina’s parents brought home the sister she thought she so desperately wanted, and the present, when Raina feels trapped with this horridly annoying 9-year-old during a three-week road trip.

**Squish: Fear the Amoeba**
In this graphic novel within a graphic novel, Squish learns to come to terms with how scared he is of a movie’s Water Bear monster. As his hero, Super Amoeba, says, “It takes real courage to admit you’re scared.”
**Starring Jules #3: Starring Jules (super-secret spy girl)**

Beth Ain. Scholastic.

Jules is struggling to fit into third grade. With witty dialogue and a humorous plot, readers will connect to Jules’s story of starting something different. Her new favorite teacher helps her overcome her “what-if” fears, and she finds that change takes positive steps.

**Superstars of History**

R.J. Grant. Ill. Simon Basher. Scholastic.

This nonfiction book presents fascinating facts about 40 historical figures categorized into four time periods: ancient, middle ages, revolutionary, and modern. Readers will be drawn to the unique formatting that includes colorful illustrations, cleverly designed graphic organizers, and thought-provoking quotes.

**Target Practice: Cleopatra in Space, Book One**

Mike Maihack. Graphix.

Sassy 15-year-old Cleopatra of ancient Egypt, who prefers shooting slingshots to attending school, is blasted into the future to save the Nile galaxy, a futuristic world ruled by talking cats. Colorful illustrations complement the action-packed adventures of this graphic novel.

**True or False?**

DK Publishing.

Full of facts, this book addresses the validity of many popular myths about the human body, nature, science, space, Earth, and history. Each page is packed with interesting information and pictures that make it a fun reference for engaging students’ curiosity.

**Whatever After #5: Bad Hair Day**

Sarah Mlynowski. Scholastic.

Abby is in no mood to go through the magic mirror in her basement and visit another fairy tale with her little brother and their mischievous puppy, but it turns out she doesn’t have a choice. A meeting with Rapunzel leads to a disastrous haircut, an annoyed witch, and a stressed-out prince.

**The Yeti Files: Meet the Bigfeet**

Kevin Sherry. Scholastic.

A comical look at a yeti with big feet and his friends—all animals whose existence has been alleged but never proven. He must thwart the bad intentions of a cryptozoologist determined to prove he exists. Children will delight in the silly characters and their antics.
**Advanced Readers**  
*(Grades 5–8, Ages 11–14)*

**Abandoned Amusement Parks**  
**Dinah Williams. Bearport.**

Interesting pictures and lively text draw readers into an exploration of 11 eerie, haunted amusement parks. Readers will learn about each park’s history and the spooky ghosts hovering in the old parks worn and forgotten over time.

**The Blood of Olympus: The Heroes of Olympus, Book Five**  
**Rick Riordan. Disney-Hyperion.**

In this finale to The Heroes of Olympus series, the young demigods must defeat earth mother Gaea before the Feast of Spes. Young readers will be engrossed as their heroes must overcome obstacles and get to Athens before Gaea awakes and the demigods are sacrificed.

**The Dark Lady: Sherlock, Lupin & Me**  
**Irene Adler. Ill. Iacopo Bruno. Capstone Young Readers.**

The three title characters meet as adolescents during summer vacation. When a dead body washes ashore, they combine their budding detective skills to piece together mysterious events and solve the case. Cliffhanger chapters compel young mystery enthusiasts to continue reading.

**Death by Toilet Paper**  
**Donna Gephart. Delacorte Books for Young Readers.**

While his mother tries to pass her CPA exam and find a job, seventh grader Benjamin does his part to save his family from eviction and keep a promise to his late father. His perseverance leads to success and lots of toilet paper.

**Deep Blue: Waterfire Saga, Book One**  
**Jennifer Donnelly. Disney-Hyperion.**

Serafina is a mermaid and a princess destined to become queen of her people. When her kingdom is attacked, she must answer a prophecy and go on a journey to save her people and herself, finding inner strength and resources she never knew she had.
**Dog Tags: Prisoners of War**  
C. Alexander London. Scholastic.  
Nearing the end of World War II, Army medic Miguel encounters a dog abandoned by German forces. Though the dog at first is hostile and aggressive, their relationship takes as many turns as they do on Miguel’s quest to rescue his imprisoned brethren.

**The Dumbest Idea Ever!**  
Jimmy Gownley. Graphix.  
When Jimmy was 13 years old, he was popular, a top student, and the leading scorer for his basketball team, but his life takes a turn for the worse when he gets chicken pox and pneumonia and is forced to miss the championship game.

**Everything Dinosaurs: Chomp on Tons of Earthshaking Facts and Fun**  
Blake Hoena. National Geographic Society.  
This book explores the fascinating world of dinosaurs, meeting prehistoric creatures as tall as houses and others that were as tiny as chickens. Browse the eye-popping illustrations and absorb the authoritative information, made extra fun through a lively and humor-infused presentation.

**Extreme Weather: Surviving Tornadoes, Sandstorms, Hailstorms, Blizzards, Hurricanes, and More!**  
Thomas M. Kostigen. National Geographic Society.  
Record heat. Record storms. Record drought, snow, rain, and ocean levels. What’s going on? In a world of crazy weather exacerbated by climate change, knowing about tornadoes, hurricanes, droughts, derechos, blizzards, and storms is more important than ever.

**Finding Ruby Starling**  
Ruby is startled to find on the Internet a girl’s picture that looks like her and launches a family investigation. Her search uncovers a family secret and helps her find a long-lost twin sister. The story explores themes of family, sisters, and friendship.

**The Fourteenth Goldfish**  
Can you imagine attending middle school with your own grandfather? That’s what Ellie must do when her crazy scientist grandfather learns how to reverse aging and turns himself into a teenager.
Gold Medal Winter
Donna Freitas. Scholastic.
Figure skating fans will enjoy this behind-the-scenes look at fictional figure skating great Esperanza Flores as she journeys from her small town to compete in big qualifying competitions. Will Esperanza earn a place on the United States Olympic figure skating team? Will she ever fit in with her teammates?

The Haunted Library
Kaz is a ghost whose family is blown away with their old home. While searching for them, Kaz has to solve another mystery of finding the library ghost while solving the puzzle of his perplexing new “solid” friend, Claire.

Hidden Like Anne Frank: 14 True Stories of Survival
Marcel Prins and Peter Henk Steenhuis. Arthur A. Levine.
A collection of 14 eye-opening, first-person accounts that share what it was like to go into hiding during World War II. The children in this book describe the secret network of brave people who kept them safe, similar to the Underground Railroad. Their stories provide a historical window into the horrific situations they had to face to survive the war.

House of Secrets: Battle of the Beasts
The story begins when the Walker family moves into the Kristoff House and is forced into the Wind Witch world. Trying to save this world, find their parents, and brave an assortment of evildoers while surviving an evil queen sets the stage for this action-filled fantasy.

How to Outrun a Crocodile When Your Shoes Are Untied
Jess Keating. Sourcebooks.
Ana Wright’s social life is becoming endangered at the age of 12. Can she come out of her shell and overcome the obstacles of her best friend moving, her famous grandfather coming to town, and all the drama of seventh grade?

*Ice Dogs
Terry Lynn Johnson. HMH Books for Young Readers.
Victoria’s father died, but she became stronger and independent—an expert in surviving the frozen wilderness of Alaska. Victoria meets an injured boy and becomes caught in a snowstorm. She tries to save the boy and her dog team.
The Meaning of Maggie
Megan Jean Sovern. Chronicle.
Maggie is a smart girl whose life changes when she turns 11. She recounts her experiences with a loving and happy family that is facing a serious issue. Students will relate to Maggie’s search for meaning.

Middle-School Cool
Maiya Williams. Delacorte Books for Young Readers.
Kaboom Academy is designed for misfits and people who don’t fit in at the neighboring Horsemouth High. Nine students research the school’s history and find the secrets behind the Academy’s teachers and their unusual teaching methods.

Mission: Wolf Rescue: All About Wolves and How to Save Them
Meet real-life wolves and learn about their habitats, challenges, and successes, plus learn how you can take action and save these amazing endangered creatures.

My Life as a Joke
Derek Fallon is an angry 12-year-old who wants to be seen and treated as an adult. He gets into mishaps that make him seem immature. Luckily, friends and a fundraiser come to Derek’s rescue and help him get things going in his favor again.

National Geographic Kids Almanac 2015
National Geographic Society.
This book is full of great photos; fun facts about animals, astronomy, cultures, food, geography, and technology; and other interesting facts about anything you could ever think of. It includes games and activities that allow kids to learn and have fun.

100 Things to Do Before You Grow Up
Lisa Gerry. National Geographic Society.
A book of recommended things to do over the course of kidhood that are fun and oftentimes healthy or personally challenging. Includes pictures and tips for each idea along with a checklist to track one’s progress. Bored? Open to a page and take a challenge.
*Percy Jackson’s Greek Gods*  
**Rick Riordan. Ill. John Rocco. Disney-Hyperion.**  
This book will attract both readers of the series and readers who want to enter the mystical world of Greek mythology for the first time. Those who have yet to read the series may be drawn in after reading Percy’s lively narration of tales about gods, heroes, and monsters.

**Poop Fountain! The Qwikpick Papers**  
**Tom Angleberger. Amulet.**  
Learning that the nearby sewage plant is being upgraded, three nerdy friends decide they must visit the sludge fountain before it is permanently retired. Gross subject matter presented through scrapbook formatting makes this hilarious tale irresistible, even for reluctant readers.

*The Return of Zita the Spacegirl*  
**Ben Hatke. First Second.**  
Zita the Spacegirl is back. In her final adventure, Zita has to escape from jail in order to save the universe from the evil prisoner warden. Graphic novel fans won’t want to put this captivating book down.

**Tales From My Closet**  
**Jennifer Anne Moses. Scholastic.**  
Told from the alternating perspectives of five high school girls, whose common thread is their obsession with fashion, this story captures the joys and struggles that many adolescent females encounter in their quest to discover and embrace their personal identities.

*Temple Run: Race Through Time to Unlock Secrets of Ancient Worlds*  
**Tracey West. National Geographic Society.**  
In this action adventure book, readers pair with game characters from the mobile game Temple Run to fight evil. This book will build not only background knowledge for the game, but also knowledge of famous archaeologists and ancient civilizations.

**This or That? The Wacky Book of Choices to Reveal the Hidden You**  
**Crispin Boyer. National Geographic Society.**  
Readers are prompted through a series of this-or-that choices and then find out how their choices relate to other things in the world. At the end of each section, a psychologist/comedian offers insight into what the choices reveal about the reader.
The 26-Story Treehouse
Andy and Terry are best friends who live together in a 26-story treehouse, where they have many crazy adventures. They are actually writing their next book together, if they can ever stop interrupting each other to talk about their crazy adventures. You won’t want to miss out on this rollercoaster ride of a fun read.

The Walk On
Standout athlete Alex fights for the position of quarterback in this first book of a three-part series. While familial, ethical, and romantic issues will appeal to a broad audience, considerable play-by-play football action will especially thrill middle-grade sports fans.

What in the World?
National Geographic Society.
Full of fun facts, quizzes, and visual mysteries, this stunning photo illusion book is great fun, especially for your most curious reader. Prepare to be challenged—National Geographic Kids does not disappoint.

World’s Scariest Prisons
Emma Carlson Berne. Scholastic.
Featuring photos and stories from the world’s scariest prisons, discover why prison is to be avoided at all costs. From the Roman Coliseum to the Bastille, the Tower of London to Alcatraz, this book will captivate young readers.

*Books that received the highest amount of votes.
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More About Children’s Choices

Thank you to the 2014–2015 ILA/CBC Children’s Choices cochairs, team leaders, and review teams. The project members were Diana Porter (cochair) and Anita Hernandez (cochair). Team leaders in the field test were Nancy Baumann, Anita Hernandez, Michelle Owens, Diana Porter, Philip Tucker, and Sheri Tucker.

For more information on the Children’s Choices list, or to learn how to become involved, visit literacyworldwide.org/choices.